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We experimentally observe an ultra low effective group velocity of 0.9 cm/s of light pulses using the two wave
mixing process (TWM) in a SPS:Te crystal at visible wavelength. The time delay can be controlled through
the nonlinear photorefractive gain and the input pulse duration. By optimizing the nonlinearity strength, we
achieve a maximum fractional delay of 0.79 for pulse duration of 100 ms. Our photorefractive slow-light system
allows combining low group velocity with large delay-bandwidth product for pulse durations spanning three
orders of magnitude.
ight slow-down has been first demonstrated in 1909 by
Hendrik Lorentz [1], when he reported that the light group
velocity in an atomic vapor can be smaller than the speed
of light in the vacuum. Since then several studies have been
performed in numerous dispersive materials to slow-down
light pulses using various nonlinear effects. Applications
include information processing, storage components [2]
and interferometers [3].
The performance of a slow light system is typically measured through the value of the group velocity vg , i.e the
propagation speed of the light pulse envelope in the material. The control of the material dispersion through the
gain spectrum is used to reduce the group velocity since:
vg =

d
c
=
∆τ
n(ω) + ω∂n/∂ω

photorefractive crystal at room temperature. However, the
material dispersion that leads to reduction of vg also significantly broadens the output pulse, hence limiting the FD
value. In [11], FD is of the order of 0.4 for a pulse duration
of 1.3 s in BaTiO3 . Slowing down of 100 ms pulses was
also obtained in a SPS crystal with vg = 40cm/s and FD
= 0.5. Simultaneously, several other physical mechanisms
including Brillouin [12, 13] or Raman [14] scattering process in the optical fiber or propagation close to band-edge
in photonic crystals [15] have shown the possibility to enhance the FD in a slow light system. For example, T. Baba
et al. [15] measured to our knowledge the highest value of
FD in the order of 57 in a photonic crystal coupled waveguide (PCCW). In these systems however the group velocity
remains large (vg = 11000 km/s in photonic crystal [15]
and vg = 12000 km/s in optical fiber [16]) since an optimal pulse delay typically requires long material interaction
length and this in addition introduces significant losses for
the light pulses being slow-down.
It therefore appears current approaches remain unsuccessful in offering slow-down of short input light pulses
while maintaining a small vg , a large FD or, equivalently,
little output pulse distortion.
In this letter, wCe optimize the experiment of two wave
mixing in photorefractive material at room temperature.
We specifically address the question of the slow light performance in terms of group velocity reduction, FD and input
pulse duration. The choice of the SPS photorefractive crystal is justified by its large and broadband gain and its faster
response time [17] compared to other ferroelectrics materials. SPS was also previously used for two-wave mixing
experiments and slowing down of light [18, 19]. While vg
decreases monotonously with increasing the input pulse
duration, the FD shows a maximum in a range of input
pulse duration from 10 ms to 200 ms and remains large in
a range of pulse durations spanning three orders of mag-

(1)

where d is the thickness of the material, ∆τ is the time
delay, n(ω) is the refractive index, ω∂n/∂ω is the material
dispersion and ω the frequency detuning between the pulse
and the pump. Another key parameter is the so-called
fractional delay (FD), i.e the pulse delay ∆τ divided by
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) [4] at the slowlight system output. Since the pulse FWHM is inversely
proportional to the signal bandwidth, the fractional delay is
related to the so-called delay-bandwidth product (DBP) [5].
Ideally, applications seek significant reduction of vg with a
large DBP value,or in other words, a significant delay for
short input pulses and with little distortion of the pulses at
the material output.
Slow light has been observed in numerous physical systems [6–9]. A milestone was achieved in 1999 [10] when
Hau et al. reported a dramatic reduction of light speed
down to 17 m/s in an ultracold gas using the Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT). Four years later, Podivilov et al. [11] demonstrated speed light reduction to
0.025 cm/s through a two wave mixing process in a BaTiO3
1
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Figure 1: Slow light experimental setup ; EOM is the electrooptic
modulator, Di are the detectors, Mi are the mirrors, BS are the
beamsplitters.
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nitude. Therefore, 100 ms pulses are slowed down with
vg ∼ 8 cm/s and FD ∼ 0.8, hence showing a significant
improvement of slow-light performances when compared
to [11]. Furthermore, our experience shows that the pulse
is less distorted at the SPS crystal output than in BaTiO3 .
Fig.1 shows the experimental setup using a SPS crystal. The laser beam (λ = 638nm) with an intensity of 3.8
W/cm2 is split into two coherent beams, a signal S and
a pump P with different powers, 17 mW and 40 mW for
the signal and the pump respectively. The amplitude of the
signal is modulated by an electro-optical modulator (EOM)
placed before the mirror M2 . We use a signal generator and
an amplifier as driver for the EOM to generate a Gaussian
optical pulse shape. An attenuator (A) is placed before the
modulator to vary the signal power at the crystal input face
from 2 µW to 3 mW . The two-wave mixing gain is then
measured for different input intensities I0 = Is (z = 0) + Ip ,
where Ip and Is (z = 0) are respectively the pump and
signal input pulse intensities and Ip  Is . The pump and
the signal pulses enter on the SPS crystal through the zface with an intersection angle 2θ. This SPS crystal with a
thickness of d = 5 mm, is grown in Institute of Solid State
Physics and Chemistry, Uzhgorod National University by
the conventional vapor-transport method [20]. It is known
that the SPS crystal is characterized by a faster photorefractive build up time (of the order of ms) when compared to
photorefractive BaTiO3 or LiNbO3 [21]. Finally, the input
and output pulses are detected by two amplified silicon
photodiodes (D1 ) and (D2 ).
The interference of two coherent waves in a photorefractive crystal induces the formation of a refractive index
grating with a period (Λ). When the light pulse and the
pump pass through the SPS, they diffract on the grating
and following Eq.(2) it results in the transfer of a part of
the pump energy in the signal direction [11]:
(
∂As
πn3 r
∂z = −i 3λ EAp
(2)
∂Ap
πn r ∗
∂z = ∓i λ E As
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Figure 2: (a) Dependence Is (d)/Is (0) on the input intensities ratio
(Ip (0)/Is (0)) for different photorefractive gain values.H are the
operating points shown in (b). (b) Dependence of photorefractive
gain Γ input intensities ratio (Ip (0)/Is (0)) for grating period Λ =
1.9 µm and total input power P0 = 35 mW . (c) Delay as a function
of Γd for a crystal length d = 5mm and input pulse duration of
10 ms.

r is the effective electro-optical coefficient, E is the complex
amplitude of the space charge field, λ is the wavelength of
the laser and z is the propagation direction.
The measurement of the resulting amplification of the
signal beam allows estimating the so-called photorefractive
gain and relating this to the slow light performance. Indeed,
if we call γ = Is (d)/Is (0) the amplification factor, where
Is (0) [Is (d)] is the signal intensity at the entrance (output)
of the crystal. and if we call m = Ip (0)/Is (0) the ratio of
pump to signal intensity at crystal input, the photorefractive
gain Γ is related to γ through the following Eq. (3), or
equivalently Eq. (4) from Kukhtarev et al [22]:
Is (d)
1+m
=
Is (0)
1 + me−Γd




Is (d)
Ip (0)
1
1
Γ = ln
+ ln
d
Ip (d)
d
Is (0)
γ=

(3)
(4)

In our experiment, we fix Ip (0) and vary Is (0) from 3 mW
to 2 µW . Fig.2 (a) plots γ versus m for the corresponding
Γ in the optimal experimental conditions corresponding
to Λ = 1.9 µm. Fig.2 (b) plots Γ for increasing m. The
photorefractive gain is therefore a quantity that varies with
the operating conditions, in particular with m. In the following we operate at m ≥ 104 which corresponds to what
is called the undepleted pump approximation, for which
the operating conditions are in the plateau of Fig.2 (a).
As shown in Fig.2(c) the measured photorefractive gain Γ
is related to the slow light performance and first of all to the
pulse delay. We fix the input pulse duration to 10 ms and
where As and Ap are respectively the amplitudes of the we measure the time delay ∆τ (time delay between the
signal and the pump, n is the refractive index of the crystal, maximum of the input and the output pulse) for different
2
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d(cm)
vg =
∆τ (s)

(5)

By varying input pulse width between 0.3 ms and 3.5 s,
we can plot the experimental time delay and output pulses
duration (FWHM) in Fig.4(a) and (b) respectively. As show
in Fig.4(a), the time delay ∆τ increases with the input pulse
duration.The comparison of Fig.4(a) with Fig.5(b) from
[23] tells us that: 1) we can slow-down pulses of durations
smaller than 1 ms (here 300 µs) and of duration up to
3.5 s. In [23] the shortest pulse for which slow light was
recorded is of duration smaller than 150 ms, and moreover
fast and not slow light is observed for pulse duration above
200 ms, 2) we achieve a larger delay than in [23] for pulse
duration from 10 ms to 3.5 s. For comparison, Ref [11]
measured a group velocity of 40cm/s and Ref [23] achieved
a delay ∆τ = 22 ms for a pulse duration of 150 ms. For the
same pulse duration we measure a delay of 78 ms which
corresponds to a group velocity of the order of 6.4 cm/s;
hence confirming an overall improvement of the slow light
performances.
As mentioned earlier, it is interesting to analyze also the
FD performance. According to previous studies, slowingdown of the group velocity and reaching a large FD simultaneously is difficult because of the output pulse distortion.
Fig.4(c) plots the FD versus the input pulse duration. Although the experimental data are scattered significantly,
the FD remains of the order of 0.5 in a broad range of
input pulse duration. While scanning the input duration,
a max FD of 0.79 is achieved for a pulse duration of 165
ms (corresponding to Fig.3(b)). In Fig.4(c), we compare
the achieved FD with the one retrieved from the data of
ref [23]. Although the dependency of FD on the pulse
duration remains qualitatively the same, the FD is systematically larger in the full range of pulse durations under
analysis and spanning four orders of magnitude. Typically
the FD is improved by a factor 2 when compared to [23].
In addition, we extend the analysis of [23] to light pulse
durations below the millisecond time-scale.
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Γd.As shown in Fig.2(c), the time delay increases with the
photorefractive gain. for Γd = 4.7, the delay ∆τ = 9.4 ms
is almost equal to the full input pulse duration t0 at half
level.
After characterizing the photorefractive gain and delay
for an input pulse duration of 10 ms, we perform a serie
of measurements to determine the time delay, the output
pulse duration and the delay-bandwidth product as a function of the input pulse duration in the optimal conditions.
We fix the gain to Γ = 13 cm−1 corresponding to the maximum delay. Fig.3 illustrates the temporal envelopes of the
normalized output and input pulses as function of the time.
For three input pulse durations t0 of (a) 1.2 ms (shorter
than the photorefractive response time τ = 10 ms), (b) 165
ms and (c) 3.5 s (longer than the photorefractive response
time), delays of 0.4 ms, 132 ms and 550 ms are measured
respectively. The corresponding effective group velocities
vg are computed from Eq.(5) and we obtain 12.5 m/s, 2.1
cm/s and 0.9 cm/s respectively.
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Figure 3: Temporal envelopes of the normalized input pulse (dotted
line) and output pulse (red line) for three input pulse durations, (a)
t0 = 1.2 ms, (b) t0 = 165 ms and (c) t0 = 3.5 s corresponding to
group velocities of 12.5 m/s, 2.1 cm/s and 0.9 cm/s respectively,
Γ = 13 cm−1 , Λ = 1.9 µm and d = 5 mm.

Now, if we compare the output pulse shape to the input
one, the result in Fig.5 shows that the two-wave mixing in
the SPS enables the slowdown of the output pulses without
much distortion even for a strong gain. Fig.5 tells us that
the output pulse durations t measured experimentally is
close to ideal case (t = t0 ). Also, we note for some pulse
durations, the compression of the pulse when it passes
through the crystal.
We explain the small distortion by 1) the fact that gain
is smaller than that used in [11], 2) the presence of two
charge carriers in SPS that are responsible for a fast and a
slow grating whose interplay allows to reduce the broadening of the output pulse [18]. By changing the rotation
c-axis of the crystal, we modify the dispersion sign and the
delayed light pulse can be accelerated. This result is shown
in Fig.6.
To conclude, the photorefractive two-wave mixing experiment presented in this letter allows combining significant
slow down of light pulses (below cm/s) and large fractional
delay (close to 1) or equivalently large. We detail the dependency of both delay and FD on several experimental
parameters such as the input intensity, the photorefractive gain and the duration of the pulse to be delayed. A
large Γd induces typically a temporal deformation of the
3
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duration at half maximum t0 , Γd = 6.6, Λ = 1.9 µm, d = 5 mm,
τ = 10 ms. Red dot curve has FD calculated from the time delay
values and output pulse durations of the publication [23].

output pulses which reduces FD. The distortion observed
in our SPS crystal is however small compared to the one
measured in other photorefractive crystals such as BaTiO3 .
The successful simultaneous achievement of a small group
velocity below cm/s and a FD close to 1 at room temperature is a significant improvement when compared to other
slow-light systems.
We identify two paths for further improvement. First,
the results are obtained at visible wavelengths, but the
photorefractive gain in SPS is shown to be broadband up to
at least 1.55 µm [24]. The transparency window goes up to
8 µm but there is not data yet of beam coupling experiences
beyond 1.55 µm. We therefore expect similar performances
can be achieved for slowing down light pulses at telecom
wavelengths for large Γd. Secondly, Ref [25] makes use of a
pulses train to increase the overall interval intensity hence
reducing the photorefractive response time and making it
possible to slowdown very shorter pulses down to ps. It
will be interesting to analyze FD performances for those
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